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The impact of change-in-Iaw on financing is not the
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most important, nor should it be the first consideration
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in any project evaluation. The basic fact is that the
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munic;:ipality must fir�t decide how best and how com
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fortably it can handle such an important infrastructure

•

need as waste disposal and control. For some, public

The tax law changes over the past several years have

control and ownership may be as ill-advised as do-it

had dramatic impacts on abilities to solve our waste

yourself surgery, in which case, any consideration of

managc::ment problems. The tax law activities in Con

public ownership regardless of costs would be impru

gress had caused our elc::cted officials into a decision
making process

dent. Further, implying that risk transfer automatically

do we finance the project this year

occurs with privatization is similarly a broad and mis

can we wait a year, do we own the project? Our elected

leading simplification and may result in pursuing a

official objective is to solve our disposal problems and

project structure which, in its final negotiations, may

not to be esprits in tax laws and investment.

not realize th� expectations of the municipality. In this

Simplifying assumptions are, of course, key to the

case, the "costs of risk" must in some way be quan

analysis of any complex problem. As a corollary to

tified. Conversely, the municipality bent on public own

that proposition, the sensitivity of the variables sim

ership but extraordinarily averse risk may find that

plified must also be considered. The authors do a fine

overly aggressive demands on Vendor-assumed risk

job of pointing out the el�ments of financing affected

could bias the costs to far outw�igh and financing

by the change in tax laws and some (but not all) of

benefits implied in a pUblically owned project.

the options open to the municipalities. But, as the paper

01). balance, there should be little impact from the

broadens its scope to discuss financial analysis and risk,

new tax legislation for municipalities willing to con

it appropriately points out that energy contracts, CI;)O

tract for construction and operation services with a

struction costs, operations costs and risk structure are

private firm, while maintaining financial responsibility

major factors in determining final projc::ct costs. The

for the facility. Such "turn-key" or similar hybrid

change in tax law has clearly reduced the vendors

approaches to project structure cannot and should not

incentive towards private ownership, but this alone

be ignored. It's obvious that creative financing and

should not preclude the consideration of such an ap

creative project structuring continue to be the requi-

proach by the municipality.
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sites for a successful project. Change in tax law doesn't

These suggestions concerning the organization of the

necessarily eliminate a viable option, it merely alters

material are not intended to detract in any way from

the analysis to require even greater creativity.

an otherwise very complete, precise and insightful dis

In summary, the authors do an excellent job of de

cussion of a highly complex subject.

lineating the effects of the changes on various elements
of financing and to point out the various factors in
volved including risk. However, we would think it
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presumptuous to imply that the "impact" of the
changes have been truly evaluated without a more
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complex analysis of real and hypothetical projects with
all of the "real" costs quantified. In a project struc

The authors have developed a concise and interesting

tured around a win-win contract and risk structure,

analysis of the impacts of the 1986 Tax Act on the

the municipality may find that such an analysis yields

Waste-to-Energy business. Their review of industry

very little difference. As the authors correctly point

trends and influences provides a most useful resource

out, the municipalities should examine their ownership

in the development of financing alternatives.

options; but they must be aware of all the options and

However, the death of the private ownership option

consider more than the initial financing costs-for as

has been greatly exaggerated by members of the Waste

many have come to realize, the cheapest deal may not

to-Energy business. Our entire industry, like so many

be the best deal.

others, suffers from the disease called conventional
wisdom.
While the 1986 Tax Act was evolving, we saw great
harm to our industry from the insensitive and unk
nowledgeable gangs of Washington tax men chopping
away our industry's absolutely necessary federal sub
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sidies, incentives, and other enhancements of the pri
Robert F. Schoenhofer

vate sector efficiencies. Since we predicted the demise,
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it is very difficult to accept the fact that the patient,
though changed, is doing fine.

Baltimore, Maryland

One problem that remains in any discussion of pri
Phil Chen and his co-authors present a comprehen

vate

sive discussion of the effects of certain provisions of

versus

public

ownership

of

Waste-to-Energy

plants is that the participation of the public sector in

the Tax Reform Act of 1986 on the financing of re

private projects, in most cases, remains significant.

source recovery projects. Much of the paper deals with

There are a few examples of private facilities in which

factual information which this reviewer finds accurate.

the involvement of the public section is limited to only

This reviewer is also in general agreement with the

the contractual supply of MSW. More common is the

opinions expressed in the paper, particularly those re

situation where the "private" project is the result of

garding the future trends in the financing of resource

a financing structure alternative evolving from within

recovery facilities.

a municipality's implementation of a public project. It

The paper also includes a discussion of structuring

is obvious that for projects in which private ownership

considerations and risk allocation in the financing of

is actually a tax based financing alternative, the private

resource recovery projects, a section on financial anal

ownership option is quite sensitive to any changes in

ysis of projects, and a generic discussion of "the own

tax code.

ership decision". These materials are general in nature,

If the discussion of private versus public ownership

and do not address the effects of the tax law change.

is examined in a broader context of overall cost and

As such, these sections would have been better placed

risk allocation, the choice becomes very project spe

at the beginning of the paper, rather than the end.

cific. This is demonstrated by the many public own

With this changed organization, the paper would have

ership projects that began prior to the Tax Reform

had a better structure, with the specifics of the topic

Act of 1986. Obviously the jurisdictions that imple

flowing from the general introduction to the subject.

mented public projects during the period when the tax

The harsh and immediate exposure of the layman to

benefits were so generous to the private alternative had

the jargon of the finance profession could also have

sound reasons for their decisions.

been avoided by presenting an introduction to the gen

Many factors other than the tax codes are changing

eral concepts first.

the Waste-to-Energy field. Many of these will impact
8

upon decisions that communities make on an approach

The municipality's decision process regarding de

to project implementation and the real disposal costs

velopment of a Waste-to-Energy project is not an easy

associated with each alternative ownership structure.

one. The private owner's interest in selling its disposal

Included in these changes are: the evolution of the

approach, i.e., service, is fairly obvious. On the other

financial markets' perception of technological risk; the

hand, the interest of consultants, advisors, counsels,

emergence of the triple A rating of private debt in

and even municipal staffs in seeing the jurisdiction take

struments through relatively low cost LOC's from ma

a more active role in a project's development and ex

jor off-shore banks; off-shore placement of taxable debt

ecution may be less obvious, but many times be just

resulting in essentially equivalent rates as tax exempt

as real. A thorough analysis of the specific circum

debt; and real off balance sheet "project financing" of

stances by a party with no follow on role may be a

private projects.

necessary step if an objective decision is to be made.

The ability of private owners to develop cost effective
Waste-to-Energy projects may hinge on all of these
developments.
The authors address the question of risk assumption
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by the public jurisdictions in the context of whether
to "own or not to own". A more fundamental decision

Marjorie A. Franklin

actually faces the jurisdiction: to control or not. The

Franklin Associates, Ltd.

jurisdiction may wish to move forward quickly with a
private project and minimize their involvement by us

Mr. Chen's papers on financing waste-to-energy

ing an approach akin to that which many have selected

projects are a regular feature of the National Waste

for collection of their MSW. Conversely, the jurisdic

Processing Conferences. They provide valuable up

tion may determine that it wishes to exert greater

dates on current tax laws as they affect financing and

control and undertake a publicly controlled project.

ownership decisions for waste-to-energy facilities.

The retention of consultants, advisors, and counsels in

I would like to discuss the impact of the new tax

the technical, financial, and legal areas then begins.

laws on municipalities as they attempt to deal with

Based on the advice of these parties regarding the

municipal solid waste (MSW) disposal issues. The new

specific energy market and bond allocation limits, the

laws were opposed by the Conference of Mayors and

jurisdiction can determine whether to hold ownership

other local officials for good reasons. The typical local

in the project or shift tax ownership to a private party

government is faced with many needs, all of them

(either a supplier or a third party).

costly. In addition to MSW disposal, local governments

The authors correctly point out the significant im

must provide streets, parks, police protection (includ

pact of the 1986 Tax Act on the cost of financing

ing jails and courts), wastewater treatment, fire pro

Waste-to-Energy plants under a specific popular ap

tection, health services, water supplies, and the many

proach, i.e., public jurisdictions shifting tax ownership

other facilities and services we expect in this country.

of their projects to private parties. The authors have,

Financing a municipally-owned waste-to-energy facil

as have almost every other industry source heard from

ity thus uses debt capacity that is probably needed for

both prior to and since passage of the 1986 Tax Act,

other projects.

predicted a major shift away from private ownership.

The typical local government is not well prepared

The movement away from the "flag of convenience"

to deal with the technical, legal, and financial issues

type shift of tax ownership for projects that are in the

that go with public ownership of a facility. Additional

real sense public may well have been so dramatically

staff and consultants will almost certainly be needed,

affected. However, the private option that includes a

adding to the universal budget problems. While private

truly arms length service contract between the public

ownership does not relieve the municipality of risk and

jurisdiction and the privately financed project (off bal

responsibility, public ownership will add to it.

ance sheet) appears well and growing. This growth

The new tax law is a fact and we all must live with

appears due primarily to the improved sources and

it. However, municipal officials should be aware that

terms for debt available to such private projects. The

public ownership and financing, while usually the low

Waste-to-Energy industry continues to defy generali

est-cost option, bring some additional considerations

zation.

along with them.
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